
For watering your green areas in spring and summer, we offer 
from simple containers for transport to complete irrigation 
systems on site. During the winter months, our grit containers 
and spreaders offer you the highest level of safety on public 
roads and public spaces.

MUNICIPAL PRODUCTS 
FOR EVERY SEASON

NEW



Safe during the summer

Care and watering

 High-performance petrol-driven and electric pumps 

 Professional irrigation of green spaces and parks 

 Optimum flexibility due to different sizes, designs and   
 materials

 Extremely durable due to 10-year material guarantee on GRP   
 products

 High road safety with high-speed versions of tanks

 Kind to your vehicles with materials that are up to 70% lighter   
 than steel tanks

 Optimum utilization due to special designs for municipal   
 vehicles

 High-quality components and accessories ensure high   
 efficiency



Safe during the winter

Spreading and safety

  Professional winter service in municipalities, towns and 
communities

  Decades of experience in the manufacture of products for 
winter service

  10-year material guarantee for GRP grit containers

  Low total cost of ownership due to the use of durable materials

  Space-saving solutions for storage with stackable grit 
containers

  Handling advantages due to low weight and forklift pockets

  Equipment to cater for small and large spreading surfaces

* GRP glass-fibre reinforced plastic



Transport Containers
Durable, lightweight and stable

The appropriate product
for every season

Glass-reinforced Plastic (GRP)
  Permanently weather- and corrosion-resistant with 10-year 

material guarantee
  Suitable for herbicides due to high chemical resistance 
  Easy level checking as GRP tank walls are translucent 
  Sustainable due to ability of GRP to be repaired 
  Every requirement up to 15500 litres content in oval, box- or 

trunk-shaped

Polyethylene (PE)
 Particularly durable made of high-quality, aging-resistant   

 polyethylene
 Space-saving use on the vehicle due to trunk-shaped design
 Safe driving behaviour due to low centre of gravity on the vehicle
 Secure fastening directly on the vehicle chassis thanks to   

 integrated skid



Irrigation Systems
Mobile and independent

The appropriate product
for every season

GRP (BWS 130/500)
  Professional complete systems for daily use even on large areas
  Gentle transport solution due to light and robust construction
 Custom solutions due to modular construction of the components  

 and pumps
  High flexibility due to tank sizes of 600- 6000 litres

PE (BWS 130- PE)
 Professional system for commercial use in landscaping
 Powerful thanks to 130 L/min petrol-driven pump
 Independent due to 3-way tap system giving option of filling at a  

 water point
 Closed circuit allows mixing of additives (fertilizer, etc.)
 Vehicle-independent irrigation with 60l Aqua Caddy and  

 BWS 25-PRO PE - specially designed for professionals



Grit Containers
Decades of safety

 Durable premium product made of GRP with 10-year material   
 guarantee

 Container sizes 200 - 2200l with and without shovel chute

 Expandable by accessories such as steel base, castor frame, etc.

 Innovative handling concept with optional loading bracket for easy  
 emptying/storage

 An anti-vandalism lid is available if required

 Plus3 versions with further product advantages such as forklift  
 capability, stackability with closed lid which can also be removed  
 without tools



Spreaders 
Flexible on all surfaces

 Long lifespan due to corrosion-resistant composite materials   
 and stainless steel

 Complete product range for spreading over a wide range of   
 areas with a range of spreading media

 To satisfy all applications we offer pedestrian broadcast   
 spreaders, drop-spreaders and 3-point linkage mounted   
 spreaders PTO driven

 Ergonomic design due to adjustable handle made of stainless  
 steel 

 Targeted use of spreading material due to  accurate control of  
 spreading quantity and width

 Protection of the spreading media by optional covers 

 Spray Caddy 60L for liquid defrosting agents



Designed
and made in
Germany

Your approved CEMO dealer:

CEMO - your reliable partner since 1960

CEMO is one of the leading companies in the field safe storage of 
hazardous substances. CEMO originated from a two-man farm in the 
Swabian town of Weinstadt, which was involved in the production of 
grape butts and containers made of glass-fibre reinforced plastic.  
Today, the  product range includes refuelling tank stations, pumps, 
transport and storage containers, winter service products, and sto-
rage facilities for hazardous materials in workshop and business. More 
than 230 employees at the sites in Weinstadt, Schnelldorf and its sub-
sidiary in France advise customers worldwide from a wide range of 
industries on safe solutions  for  storing, conveying  and  dispensing 
of  liquids and solids in buildings and on site. Quality and longevity are 
our top priorities when it comes to the manufacture of products for 
municipalities. In-house product development 
and manufacturing expertise,  in conjunction with 
global procurement, are the basis for the quality 
and durability of CEMO products. 

Advice
If you have any queries regarding our products, we would be happy to 
advise you. 

Tel. +49 7151 9636-0 or kontakt@cemo.de
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